The total number of protein-protein complex structures currently available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) is six times smaller than the total number of tertiary structures in the PDB, which limits the power of homology-based approaches to complex structure modeling. We present a threading-recombination approach, COTH, to boost the protein complex structure library by combining tertiary structure templates with complex alignments. The query sequences are first aligned to complex templates using a modified dynamic programming algorithm, guided by ab initio binding-site predictions. The monomer alignments are then shifted to the multimeric template framework by structural alignments. COTH was tested on 500 nonhomologous dimeric proteins, which can successfully detect correct templates for 50% of the cases after homologous templates are excluded, which significantly outperforms conventional homology modeling algorithms. It also shows a higher accuracy in interface modeling than rigid-body docking of unbound structures from ZDOCK although with lower coverage. These data demonstrate new avenues to model complex structures from nonhomologous templates.
INTRODUCTION
Many fundamental cellular processes are mediated by proteinprotein interactions. The rate of solving complex structures, which constitutes an important step toward a mechanistic understanding of these processes , by experimental methods has been slow. By examining the sequence space of protein complexes, estimated the total number of unique interaction types to be $10,000. Thus, at the current rate of structure determination of unique protein complexes ($200-300 per year), it would take at least two decades before a complete set of protein complex structures is available. These data highlight the urgent need for developing efficient computational methods for protein complex structure prediction, especially when the structures of homologous proteins are not available.
Although rapid progress has been made in protein tertiary structure prediction Moult et al., 2009; Zhang, 2008) , the challenges in generating atomic level protein quaternary structures from amino acid sequence has remained relatively unexplored (Aloy et al., 2005; Lensink and Wodak, 2010a; Russell et al., 2004; Vajda and Camacho, 2004) . The effort in complex structure modeling has been mainly focused on rigid-body docking of monomer structures (Gray et al., 2003; Hwang et al., 2010; Katchalski-Katzir et al., 1992; Kozakov et al., 2010; Tovchigrechko and Vakser, 2005) , with success often depending on the size and shape complementarity of the interface area, and the hydrophobicity of interface residues . One of the major challenges in protein-protein docking is the modeling of bindinginduced conformational changes (Lensink and Wodak, 2010a; Mendez et al., 2003 Mendez et al., , 2005 in which some progress has recently been made with the development of new docking methods, e.g., SnugDock , MdockPP (Huang and Zou, 2010) , ATTRACT (Zacharias, 2005) , and others. Progress in this area was also observed in the recent community-wide docking experiments, CAPRI (Fiorucci and Zacharias, 2010; Janin, 2010; Lensink and Wodak, 2010a; . However, as an inherent limit, protein-protein docking can be performed only when the structures of the component monomers are known.
The second way of constructing protein-protein complex structures is through homology modeling, which has attracted considerable attention in recent years Kundrotas et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2002) . tried to detect the interaction templates using an evolution-based method-i.e., a template is identified when both the query and template sequences are in the same Pfam family (Finn et al., 2006) . Lu et al. (2002) developed MULTIPROSPECTOR that first identifies tertiary templates by the monomer threading program PROSPECTOR (Skolnick et al., 2004) . If both query chains hit monomers from the same complex, the complex is assigned as a complex template. Kundrotas et al. (2008) recently presented HOMBACOP that used a scheme similar as MULTIPROSPECTOR but with the template of each component identified by sequence profile-profile alignments; it requires the native binding information to assist in the alignment adjustments. One drawback of these monomer based threading algorithms is that the cooperativity of multiple-chain alignments, e.g., binding specificity and burial interactions, cannot be correctly accounted for during the course of threading alignments because the alignment result of one chain is independent from that of another chain.
Here, we present a new method, COTH, for protein-protein complex structure predictions, based on co-threading the sequences of both chains simultaneously through the protein quaternary structure library. To boost the capacity of the protein complex library, a monomer-based threading was performed in parallel through the tertiary structure library with the resultant alignments shifted to complex framework by structural alignments. A new ab initio interface predictor, BSpred, was developed to adjust the complex alignment. The algorithms have been tested on two large-scale bound and unbound benchmarks to examine the strength and weakness in comparison with conventional rigid-body docking and homology modeling methods, which demonstrated promising new avenues to protein complex structural predictions.
RESULTS

Overall Results of COTH on Testing Proteins
The COTH protocol consists of three consecutive steps: (1), dimeric threading through multiple-chain complex structure library for chain orientation prediction (called ''COTH threading'' throughout this study); (2), single-chain threading through tertiary structure library; and (3), recombination of tertiary templates and model selection of complex structures (Figure 1 ). To avoid naming confusion, a list of the programs described in this study is presented in Table 1 . The sequences are first joined in both permutation and threaded against a complex structure library to identify complex templates. Both monomer chains are individually threaded by MUSTER against the tertiary structure library to obtain tertiary structures. The monomer templates are then structurally superposed to the dimer template to generate the final template models. See also Figure S1 .
To test COTH, we constructed a nonredundant set of 500 dimeric proteins from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), which is also nonredundant to (<30% in sequence identity with) the 180 training proteins used in algorithm optimization (see Experimental Procedures) . A list of the testing and training proteins is shown at http:// zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COTH/ proteinlist.html. When COTH is conducted, all homologous templates, which have a sequence identity >30% or are detectable by PSI-BLAST with an E-value <0.5 to the query, are excluded from both dimer and monomer template libraries. These criterions are widely used in protein structure predictions for excluding homologous templates (Simons et al., 2001; Zhang and Skolnick, 2004a) .
Evaluation of the global template quality is mainly carried out by TM-score (Zhang and Skolnick, 2004b) , complex rootmean-square deviation (rmsd), and the alignment coverage. TM-score has been extensively used for quality assessment of protein structure predictions because of its ability in combining alignment accuracy and coverage. TM-score was originally developed for comparing monomers. To calculate the TM-score of dimer models, we first convert the dimer structure into an artificial monomer by connecting the C-terminal of the first chain and the N-terminal of the second chain, and then run the TM-score program with the length of the query complex sequence as the normalization scale (see Equation 4 in Experimental Procedures). This definition of complex TM-score has the value in [0,1] and is sensitive to both the topology of individual chain structures and the relative orientation of two components. In general, either the incorrect component structure or the wrong orientation of the components will result in low TM-score. In other words, a high complex TM-score means the correct modeling of both individual chain structures and the relative orientation (Lorenzen and Zhang, 2007a) .
In Figure 2A , we show rmsd versus alignment coverage in the first COTH models. By rmsd here, we mean the root-meansquare deviation of the threading model and the native structure in the threading aligned region (unless specified, rmsd indicates the global complex rmsd throughout the article). Even though all homologous templates are excluded, COTH identified notable templates from nonhomologous proteins. For example, there are 269 cases (or 293 in the top 10 models) that have the first template with a TM-score >0.4. The average sequence identity between template and query is only 21.2% for the 269 proteins. Despite the low sequence identity, the average alignment coverage is 85.1% and the average rmsd to the native is 5.9 Å in the aligned regions, which demonstrates the ability of COTH to identify nonhomologous templates. Alternatively, if we consider templates with an rmsd <6.5 Å and the alignment coverage >70% to be reliable, 272 of 500 targets have reliable templates in the best in top 10 predictions. In Figure 2B we show the distribution of TM-score of the first templates. The majority of targets have templates with a TM-score >0.3, which is significantly higher than the random template selection (TMscore <0.17) (Zhang and Skolnick, 2004b) . In the cases where TM-score is in the 0.3-0.4 range, targets often have only the chain orientation correctly predicted but with substantial regions of monomer structures missing or wrongly aligned. This provides opportunities for improvement by further structure refinement based on monomer structure recombination as explored below.
There are 39 cases, however, which are all hard cases with a significance score of alignments relative to the random, Zscore <2.5 (see Figure S2 available online), where the TM-score of individual ligand and receptor templates are >0.5 but the complex TM-score is <0.4. In these cases, although the quality of the individual chains is good, their predicted orientation is incorrect. The average accuracy for the interface prediction by BSpred is, as expected, poor at only 42.3% with coverage of 14.9%. We note that among the 39 targets, 21 cases do have templates of correct orientations with a TM-score >0.4 as identified from the complex library by our complex structural alignment algorithm MM-align (Mukherjee and Zhang, 2009 ) when using the native structure as the probe. Thus, the improvement of the BSpred accuracy in the binding-site predictions is essential to recognize the correct chain orientations for these cases.
Except for the TM-score of the global complex structure, we also assess the modeling quality of protein-protein interface structures, the quality of which is of key importance for the functional annotation of protein complexes. Here, a residue is defined to be at the interface if the distance of the C a atom to any C a atoms in the counterpart chain is <10 Å . The interface rmsd, I-rmsd, is the root-mean-square deviation of the model and the native structure in the aligned region of the interfaces. The interface coverage, I-cov, is the ratio of the threading aligned interface residues divided by the total number of interface residues in the target. For the 500 targets, the average I-rmsd and I-cov is 12.9 Å and 61.1%, respectively, for the best in the top five models (Table 2 ). This high I-rmsd value is partly due to a few hard cases, which have a very high I-rmsd (>25 Å ) because of completely wrong alignment. If we define a successful threading ''hit'' as the model that has an I-rmsd %5 Å with at least 50% of the interface residues aligned, there are 186 cases in which COTH generates at least one hit in the top five models, despite the exclusion of homologous templates, which represents 37% of the overall sample. .
C-MUSTER A multiple-chain threading algorithms with scoring function including similar terms to C-PPA, plus multiple structurebased terms derived for torsion-angle and structural profile matches. It is an extension of the MUSTER algorithm for monomer threading (Wu and Zhang, 2008) .
COTH threading A multiple-chain threading algorithm with scoring function including similar terms to C-MUSTER, plus the binding site match. The binding sites for targets are predicted by BSpred.
COTH
Models are generated by combining the tertiary templates from MUSTER with the quaternary templates from COTH-threading through structure superposition.
COTH-exp Models are generated by superimposing the experimental unbound monomer structures onto the templates from COTH-threading.
COTH-model Models are generated by superimposing the full-length monomer models onto the templates from COTH-threading. The monomer models were predicted by MUSTER with loops filled by MODELER.
ZDOCK-exp
Models are generated by ZDOCK that docks the experimental unbound monomer structures followed by RDOCK refinement.
ZDOCK-model Models are generated by ZDOCK that docks the full-length monomer models predicted by MUSTER and MODELER, followed by RDOCK refinement. 
Structure
Template-Based Modeling of Protein Interactions
Enzyme-ligand and antigen-antibody are two classes of complexes found predominantly in nature. In our testing set there are 236 enzyme-ligand complexes and 169 antigen-antibody complexes. The first COTH templates for enzyme-ligand complexes have an average TM-score of 0.441, and an average rmsd of 4.1 Å with an alignment coverage of 86.2%. For the antigen-antibody complexes, the COTH models have an average TM-score of 0.410, and an average rmsd of 4.6 Å in 86.3% residues. There is a tendency that COTH performs better on enzyme-ligand complexes than antigen-antibody, which somewhat surprisingly coincides with that of the rigid-body docking methods that also performs better on average at docking the enzyme-ligand structures because of the inherent shape complementarity in the complex structures whereas antigenantibody interactions have usually larger backbone and sidechain variations in the interfaces Comeau et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2003; Katchalski-Katzir et al., 1992; Mendez et al., 2003 Mendez et al., , 2005 Tovchigrechko and Vakser, 2006; Vajda and Camacho, 2004) . For COTH, however, the higher TM-score is mainly due to the higher conservation of the enzyme-ligand sequence whereas antigen-antibody complexes can vary greatly in the sequence space. In our test proteins, for example, the average number of sequence homologies as identified by PSI-BLAST from nonredundant sequence databases is 3.12 for enzyme-ligand complexes, which is $2-fold higher than that of antibody-antigen complexes (1.67) and thus allows on average a better construction of sequence profiles for COTH. It should be noted, however, that for both our test proteins and the proteins in the template library, the complexes are represented as dimers although more often than not the antigen-antibody complexes are trimers (the heavy chain and light chain of the antibody and the antigen chain). With antigen-antibody complexes here, we model only one chain of the antibody (the light chain or the heavy chain) and the antigen chain each time, where the result shown is the average of all antibody chains with the antigen.
Comparison of Different Alignment Algorithms
To have an objective control of the COTH performance, we conduct experiments with other template alignment algorithms that are implemented in the same template library and with the same sequence identity cutoffs. Despite a number of published template detection algorithms, due to the lack of publicly available web-servers or downloadable programs that are capable of predicting protein complex structures based on homology modeling, here we focus our comparison mainly on PSI-BLAST and several in-house developed programs (see Supplemental Information).
First, PSI-BLAST is a widely used tool to identify evolutionarily related proteins through iterative sequence-profile alignments (Altschul et al., 1997) . Figure 3A shows a comparison of the templates detected by PSI-BLAST and C-PPA, where the latter is a profile-profile alignment method assisted by secondary structure predictions from PSI-PRED (Jones, 1999) . In 71% of cases, the C-PPA templates have a higher TM-score than that by PSI-BLAST. The major difference between these two methods is that PSI-BLAST only uses the template sequence whereas C-PPA uses sequence profile from multiple sequence alignments to represent the templates in the profile-profile Figure S2 . alignments, which often contain additional motif conversation signals that aids in the detection of weak evolutionary relationships. Another reason is that C-PPA uses predicted secondary structures (with an accuracy >80%) to assist in adjusting local secondary structure alignments.
To test the usefulness of additional structure information in complex template identification, we develop and test C-MUSTER that is a dimeric threading algorithm extended from the monomer threading MUSTER program (Wu and Zhang, 2008) . In addition to the profile-profile and secondary structure matches as implemented in C-PPA, C-MUSTER contains multiple structural features predicted from sequences. Figure 3B shows a head-to-head comparison of C-MUSTER and C-PPA. There are obviously more cases (389 versus 92) that are above the diagonal line. The reason for the improvement is that even though sometimes no obvious sequence similarity exists between two proteins, they may share a similar structural framework. Thus, the use of solvent accessibility, torsion angles, structural profile, and hydrophobicity predictions provides insight into the structure of two proteins.
The major difference between C-MUSTER and COTH threading is that COTH threading contains binding site matches from a neural network based prediction algorithm, BSpred. For the 500 testing proteins, the average accuracy of the binding site prediction is 66.8% with the coverage 14.2%. This accuracy is significantly higher than the random prediction (34.2%) with a p value < 10 À5 . Figure 3C shows the comparison of C-MUSTER versus COTH threading. Overall, there are 311 cases that have a higher TM-score in the COTH threading alignment than that 
. Examples of Improvement over Controls
Template structures produced for the human pi class glutathione transferase by four different threading methods from (A) PSI-BLAST, (B) C-PPA, (C) C-MUSTER, and (D) COTH-threading, which have been superimposed onto the experimental structure of the query protein. The experimental structure of 16gsA0-16gsB0 is shown in red for chain 1 and cyan for chain 2 whereas the models from the threading algorithms are represented in silver for chain 1 and yellow for chain 2.
in C-MUSTER, demonstrating the usefulness of adding the binding-site predictions. Table 2 summarizes the average TM-score, rmsd, alignment coverage, I-rmsd, I-cov, and the number of hits of the template models identified by different methods (PSI-BLAST, C-PPA, C-MUSTER, COTH threading). Compared with PSI-BLAST, C-PPA identifies templates of higher coverage (64.8% versus 63.3%) but with significantly lower rmsd (5.43 Å versus 8.19 Å ) that results in a 20% increase in TM-score for the first model. Correspondingly, COTH threading identifies better templates than C-MUSTER and C-PPA in both accuracy and coverage. Overall, the TM-score of COTH threading (0.394) is 46% higher than that by PSI-BLAST (0.269) and there are dominantly more cases with higher TMscore in COTH (427) than in PSI-BLAST. The interface accuracy of the COTH threading is also much higher than PSI-BLAST as indicated by the I-rmsd and I-cov (12.6 Å /55.8% versus 13.7 Å /42.9%). Again, if we define a hit as I-rmsd <5 Å with Icov >50%, the number of hits in the COTH threading models is 168 that is 35% higher than that by . Figure 4 is a typical example of dimer structure (PDB ID: 16gsA0-16gsB0), which reflects the difference of alignments identified by the different methods. First, both PSI-BLAST and C-PPA identify 2c8uA0-2c8uB0 as the best template but C-PPA produces a more accurate alignment and an increased coverage (57.2% for PSI-BLAST and 65.4% for C-PPA) that accounts for the rise in TM-score from 0.523 to 0.602. C-MUSTER identifies 1k3oA0-1k3oB0 as the top template with a sequence identity 25% to the query sequence 16gsA0-16gsB0, which leads to an overall higher coverage 89.9% and a much improved TM-score 0.786. COTH threading, on the other hand, chooses a different protein 1gtaA1-1gtaA2 as the highest scoring template with alignment coverage 94%; the resulting template has the maximum TM-score at 0.818. This better template selection is mainly due to the BSpred binding-site prediction that has an accuracy of 79.4%. The orientation of 1gtaA1-gtaA2 is more similar to the query protein than 1k3oA0-1k3oB0 as identified by the BSpred prediction, which predicts 31 interface residues of the query 16gsA0-16gsB0 and leads to a better alignment reflecting the orientation of the chains correctly.
Structure
Template-Based Modeling of Protein Interactions
Structure Combination of Threading Templates Template complexes of similar structures are essential for the COTH threading. However, the algorithm can be constrained due to the limited number of available structures in the complex structure library (currently 6118 structures at 70% sequence identify cutoff in the PDB; please refer to Experimental Procedures section for details). The tertiary structure library, on the other hand, is much larger (38,884 structures at the same cutoff) and hence monomer threading has much greater scope to identify homologous or analogous structures. In fact, Zhang and Skolnick (2005) demonstrated that the current PDB library is sufficiently complete to solve in principle the protein structure prediction problem for single-domain proteins, i.e., for any single-domain protein there is at least one protein in the PDB that is close to the target protein so that a full-length model of correct topology can be constructed by the template-based modeling methods. Thus, we believe that the tertiary structure of the component chains may be predicted with a better quality by the monomer threading algorithm through tertiary structure library and the quaternary structure prediction should benefit if tertiary templates are combined with the COTH threading frames.
In Figure 3D , we present a head-to-head comparison of the templates by COTH threading versus that by COTH threading followed by monomer structure recombination (called ''COTH'' instead of ''COTH threading'' throughout the study; see naming convention in Table 1 ). In the latter case, we first identify monomer templates by MUSTER (Wu and Zhang, 2008 ) using monomer sequence as the query, and identify dimer templates by COTH threading using dimer sequences as the query. In the second step, we superpose the monomer templates on the COTH threading templates by TM-score program (Zhang and Skolnick, 2004b ) to obtain the final complex models by combining the monomer and dimer alignments, where all residues in the chain of longer alignment with a steric clash with another chain during structure combination are excluded. For the 1000 (500 3 2) testing monomers, the MUSTER templates have a higher TM-score than that from the COTH threading in 893 cases. When combining the MUSTER templates with the COTH threading, in almost all the cases, this structure recombination results in an increase in alignment coverage, whereas in 399 of 500 cases, the global rmsd of the complexes decreases despite the increase in alignment coverage. Overall, the TM-score of the final COTH model is higher than the original COTH threading template in 443 cases. The average TM-score of the first COTH model is 0.438, 11% higher than that of the COTH threading templates (Table 2) .
In Figure 5 , we cite two typical examples to illustrate the improvement of structure recombination, one is a heterodimer and another is a homodimer. Figure 5A is an example of a nearnative heterodimeric structure identified by threading for 1z0kA-1z0kB. The figure on the left shows the first template identified by COTH threading superimposed on the native structure that has a TM-score of 0.786 and a rmsd/coverage of 2.16 Å / 86.9%. Despite the correct chain orientation of the template, the alignments of some loops in chain A and considerable portion of chain B are missed. The figure on the right is the final template model predicted by COTH. The majority of missed regions in original COTH threading alignment are recuperated through MUSTER alignments with the structural coverage increased from 86.9% to 94.7%; the alignment accuracy is also slightly improved with the rmsd decreased from 2.16 Å to 2.01 Å . This results in an overall TM-score increase from 0.786 to 0.906.
The second example is from the homodimer 1f2dA0-1f2dB0 shown in Figure 5B . The dimeric template identified by the COTH threading is extracted from the homodimer 1wdwB0-1wdwD0 that shares a sequence identity 14.5%. The TM-score of this template to native is 0.696 and the rmsd/coverage is 4.02 Å /90.7%. MUSTER, on the other hand, identifies 1j0aA
from the tertiary structure library as template for both component chains. After the superposition and combination of the MUSTER templates, the TM-score of the complex model increases to 0.884. Again, the MUSTER templates improve both the alignment coverage and the alignment accuracy of COTH, with rmsd/ coverage changed to 2.42 Å /93.5%.
Although COTH uses monomer threading from MUSTER, it is essentially different from the separate monomer-based alignments in many of the former methods Kundrotas et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2002) . In these former methods, the single-chain threading is on the monomers extracted from the complex structure library and both monomer and dimer structures are dictated by the dimer structure library. But in COTH, the single-chain threading of MUSTER is through the independent tertiary structure library, which are then recombined with the dimer alignments. Overall, the chain orientation is eventually decided by the dimer threading whereas the MUSTER singlechain threading serves to improve the quality of monomers and the alignment coverage of the complexes by the use of a nearly 6-fold more complete tertiary structure library.
Comparison of COTH with Docking Algorithms
Docking and threading-recombination are different approaches to the modeling of protein-protein complex structures. Whereas the goal of the docking algorithms is to find the correct orientation and binding sites of the components given the bound/ unbound monomer structures, COTH is designed to generate complex structures from sequences with the aid of template identifications. Nevertheless, it is of interest to examine the overall modeling results of COTH and the well-established rigid-body docking algorithms with the purpose for understanding where the two methods stand in a head-to-head comparison.
We select ZDOCK Li et al., 2003; Wiehe et al., 2007) as a representative example of the rigid-body docking algorithms partly due to its continuing good performances in the CAPRI experiments. The ZDOCK package is also publicly downloadable at http://zdock.bu.edu. Because the threading-based methods have only part of the chain with structure predictions whereas docking is usually performed on full-length structures, to have fair comparisons, we design four additional experiments that are all on full-length structures. First, we run ZDOCK on the unbound experimental structures, i.e., running the first step rigid body docking using ZDOCK followed by refinement with RDOCK, which is called ''ZDOCK-exp'' in Tables 1 and 3 . In the second experiment, we constructed full-length models for each individual chain by MUSTER (Wu and Zhang, 2008) and MODELER (Sali and Blundell, 1993) and then use ZDOCK to dock the full-length models, called ''ZDOCK-model'' in Tables 1 and 3. In the third experiment, we construct complex structures by superposing the unbound experimental structures of individual chains to the template frame from COTH-threading, called ''COTHexp.'' In the fourth experiment, we superpose the full-length model of individual chains modeled by MUSTER and MODELER onto the COTH-threading template frame, called ''COTH-model'' in Tables 1 and 3 . There were no further refinements conducted in the latter two COTH-based modeling.
It should be mentioned that the models generated by COTH (and all other threading methods) are C a only that were copied from the template proteins. For COTH-exp and COTH-model, because the monomer structures are full-atomic, the final combined models are full-atomic as well (similar to the ZDOCK modeling). Table 3 summarizes results (the best in top 10 models) of the five methods on 77 dimeric complexes in the ZDOCK Benchmark Set 3.0 (Hwang et al., 2008) (the rest of complexes are higher order oligomers and were thus omitted from this study). Because the unbound monomer structures in docking studies are usually similar to the native, instead of examining TM-score and rmsd of the global structure, we assess the model quality mainly by the interface structure predictions, in a way similar to the CAPRI experiments (Lensink and Wodak, 2010a; Mendez et al., 2003 Mendez et al., , 2005 .
Interface Residue Prediction
For the assessment of the interface residue predictions, we define the Accuracy and Coverage of interface residues as where an ''interface residue'' is defined as the residue whose C a atom lies within 10 Å of any C a atoms of any residues in the opposite chain. Because models constructed from threading are C a only, we do not use the full-atom definition of interface , for example, the average accuracy of the predicted interface residues is 44.8% with the coverage of 42.6% in the ZDOCK models, whereas the models constructed by superposition of unbound structures to the COTH templates have an average interface accuracy of 60.3% with the coverage of 30.3%. Of the 12 cases, the ZDOCK models have an accuracy >50% in four cases whereas seven of the COTH models have the accuracy >50%.
Interface Contact Prediction
Because the binding-site prediction accuracy only counts for the total number of the correctly predicted residues in the interface area that nevertheless may interact with incorrect residues of the cross chain in the model, in column 3 of Table 3 we list the accuracy of the interface contacts predicted for the best in top 10 models. Similarly, the accuracy of interface contact predictions is defined as the number of the correctly predicted contacts across two chains divided by the total number of cross-chain contacts in the model; the coverage is the number of correctly predicted interface contacts divided by the observed crosschain contacts in the native structure. Because threading alignments provide only C a traces, we defined the interchain residue contacts based on amino acid specific 20 3 20 C a distance and standard deviation matrices, which were calculated from 6118 nonredundant dimer structures in our library (see Tables S1 and S2 ). In the calculations, because the experimental complex structures are full-atomic, we defined the interchain residue pairs as contact if the distance of any heavy atoms is <5 Å . Interestingly, the mean distance of C a atoms is generally smaller between the same amino acids than that between different amino acid types (Table S1 ), which indicates that the similar amino acids tend to be packed tighter than the different amino acid pairs. Two residues are predicted to be in contact if the distance between their C a atoms is %(d i,j + sd i,j ) where d i,j is the mean C a distance between residue i and residues j taken from Table S1 and sd i,j is the standard deviation taken from Table S2 .
In general, ZDOCK generates models of comparable contact accuracy and coverage as COTH when experimental unbound structures are used for docking and for structure superposition, i.e., 0.466 versus 0.474 for accuracy and 48.8% versus 42.3% for coverage, by ZDOCK and COTH, respectively. When the predicted full-length models (by MUSTER + MODELER) are used, however, the contact accuracy by COTH-model (0.405) is higher by 35% than ZDOCK-model (0.301), where the coverage of the contact predictions by the two methods is similar (40.3% versus 40.4%). Interestingly, the accuracy of COTH-model, which combines full-length models to the COTH templates, is also better than COTH itself that combines MUSTER threading templates (34.2%). This is mainly due to approximately one-third of the test cases where the MUSTER threading has substantial gaps in the interface area that reduce the accuracy and coverage of the contact predictions. When the full-length models are constructed, the gapped regions were filled and the overall accuracy and coverage of contacts are increased.
Even using the experimental unbound structures, COTH slightly outperforms ZDOCK in the hard cases when conformational changes are involved in protein-ligand binding (Hwang et al., 2008) . In the 12 hard cases, for example, the ZDOCK models have a contact accuracy >50% in four cases (2nz8A:B, 2ot3A:B, 1r8sA:E, 2c0lA:B) whereas the COTH models have an accuracy >50% in five cases (1iraY:X, 2ot3A:B, 2c0lA:B, 1ibrA:B, 1pxvA:C). Of the five COTH winning cases, only two (2ot3A:B and 2c0lA:B) have the ZDOCK models with a contact accuracy >50%; for the other two cases where ZDOCK has an accuracy >50%, both the COTH models have a contact accuracy <50%, which demonstrates that the two methods are essentially complementary to each other in terms of predicting the structure of protein complexes. Again, in all the contact predictions, ZDOCK has generally a higher coverage than COTH.
In Figure 6 , we show one example of the hard targets from the Ran-Importin b complex (PDB ID 1ibrA:B). ZDOCK (the best in top 10 models, ranked 5 in this case) put the Ran chain on the convex site of the crescent structure of the Importin beta chain but in the native structure Ran actually binds on the concave site, which resulted in a high I-rmsd (9 Å ) with the interface contact accuracy and coverage as 0% ( Figure 6A ). On the other hand, the COTH-threading (the best in top 10 models, ranked 2 in this case) detected the template of mDIA1-RhoC complex (PDB ID: 1z2c) with a sequence identity 12.4% to the target that has 79.4% of residues aligned. Despite the wrong topology of the C-terminal of the template on the Importin b chain, the Ran chain was aligned at an approximately correct location of the concave site, which has an I-rmsd = 4.7 Å with an interface contact accuracy 68.6% and coverage 57.5% ( Figure 6B ). When we superposed the experimental unbound structure to the template, we got a complex model of the I-rmsd = 4.8 Å , with an interface contact accuracy of 70.1% and coverage of 74.2%. Because the unbound experimental structures have a closer topology to the target than the COTH-threading template, after the COTH superposition, the global topology of the complex structure is also markedly improved with the overall TM-score increasing from 0.435 to 0.692 and the rmsd decreasing from 5.4 Å to 3.85 Å ( Figure 6C ).
In general, the ZDOCK model has a higher coverage in the interface and contact predictions. One reason for the difference is that ZDOCK tries to geometrically match the ligand and receptor structures and the contact area of two chains in ZDOCK is usually maximized, whereas in COTH, the threading alignment is designed to identify the best global structure and chain-orientation match. When the unbound experimental structures or predicted single-chain models are combined with the threading templates, they were simply shifted through superposition to the complex frame without attempt to maximize the geometric contact area of the interface. Therefore, even though the orientation of the monomer chains is correctly modeled in COTH, the coverage of interface contact predictions is usually lower.
Further docking refinement simulations, e.g., by backbone displacement and side-chain optimization as done in ROTAFIT (Lorenzen and Zhang, 2007b) , may be used to fine-tune the complex structure and improve the interface coverage and contact accuracy. Another factor for the coverage reduction is the alignment gaps in COTH threading that may appear in the interface regions and reduce the residue coverage. This has been partly amended in COTH-exp and COTH-model when full-length structures were used.
Accuracy of Interface Structure
The accuracy of the interface structure is assessed by the interface rmsd, I-rmsd. A full list of the I-rmsd values by the five methods (COTH, COTH-exp, COTH-model, ZDOCK-exp, and ZDOCK-model) is given in Table S3 . For all such analysis reported here, the best in top 10 (according to rank) models for each method has been used. The average I-rmsd by different methods is almost randomly distributed due to the large fluctuations of a few high I-rmsd targets. In column 4 of Table 3 , we counted the number of hits in the 77 targets where a hit is defined as a target with I-rmsd <5 Å . For COTH, because gap may involve in the interface area, we request that a hit should have at least 50% of the interface residues aligned. Overall, the number of hits by the four methods with full-length models is similar, ranging from 20 to 26, where ZDOCK is slightly better on experimental unbound structures and COTH has only one more hit on predicted models. The COTH models have the highest number of hits (28) that is partly due to the lower alignment coverage. Again, the COTH-based methods are highly complementary to the docking-based methods. For example, there are only 12 targets commonly hit by both COTH-exp and ZDOCK-exp methods. If we take the top five models (according to rank) from each of the methods, the number of hits in the top 10 models will increase from 26 to 33. Meanwhile, there are only nine targets commonly hit by both COTH-model and ZDOCKmodel methods. If we take the top five models from each of these two methods, the number of hits in the top 10 models will increases from 21 to 28. In column 5, we also present the median I-rmsd of the models by different methods, where the COTH based models have generally a lower median I-rmsd than the ZDOCK models.
DISCUSSION
We developed a new algorithm for protein complex structure modeling by threading-based template identification and the monomer-dimer alignment combination. The algorithm takes the advantage of the well-established threading alignment methods in protein structure prediction and the complement of tertiary and quaternary structure libraries. The ab initio binding site prediction is further exploited to assist the chain orientation selections.
The COTH method has been tested on two independent sets of protein-protein complexes. In the first test on 500 nonhomologous complexes, COTH produces predictions with a TM-score >0.4 (or rmsd <6.5 Å with alignment coverage >70%) for nearly 50% of the cases when all homologous templates with a sequence identity >30% or detectable by PSI-BLAST with E-value <0.5 are excluded. Detailed comparisons of four different alignment methods show COTH threading with ab initio binding site predictions outperforms C-MUSTER, a direct extension of the tertiary threading algorithm combining multiple structural information; C-MUSTER in turn performs better than the profile-profile based alignments methods, which outperforms the sequence-profile alignment by PSI-BLAST. Overall, the COTH threading, combining the advantages of the profile-profile alignment and multiple-resource structure information, outperforms PSI-BLAST by 46% in TM-score. When combining the tertiary threading alignments, the improvement over PSI-BLAST increase to 63%. Another observed trend in COTH is that the threading-based methods tend to be more reliable for enzymeligand complexes as compared to antibody-antigen complexes due to the conservation in sequence profiles in the former. In the second test of 77 protein complexes from ZDOCK benchmark 3.0, we compared COTH with ZDOCK, which constructs complex structures by docking unbound experimental structures (or predicted full-length monomer models). It is found that COTH performs favorably with a higher accuracy than ZDOCK in predicting the binding-site interface residues; however, the number of interface residues in the COTH prediction is lower. For the interface contact prediction and the accuracy of interface structure represented by interface rmsd, COTH shows a complementary performance with ZDOCK, especially for the hard cases when binding-induced conformational changes are involved. A method of fine-tuning the local position of the COTH threading templates is under construction, which is expected to improve interface match of the complex structures and increase the interface coverage and contact prediction accuracy.
Because COTH has benefited from recombination of monomer threading templates from MUSTER, the algorithm can be further improved by exploiting the metaserver threading approaches. A recent experiment showed that combining templates from multiple threading programs results in at least 7% TM-score increase compared to the best single threading methods . The COTH method currently takes 30 min on average for a medium-sized dimer protein of $400 amino acids on 2.6G Hz AMD processors. This efficiency in CPU cost ensures the feasibility of accommodating increasingly larger structure libraries as well as including more singlechain based meta server threading approaches. It thus presents a favorable comparison, in terms of speed of calculation, as compared to the docking methods that usually cost several hours for docking one pair structures.
The COTH algorithm is expected to be used to produce templates for the logical next step of constructing full-length models of protein complexes by building the unaligned gapped regions and refining the complex structures, the development of which is under progress. Thus, COTH not only represents one of the first fast and reliable methods for predicting template structures of protein complexes from the sequence information, it also has the potential to be used for full-length protein complex structure reassembly by the extension of the tertiary structure assemble method of I-TASSER Zhang, 2009 ). The COTH on-line server is publicly accessible at http:// zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COTH.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
COTH is a hierarchical threading approach to fold-recognition and structural recombination of protein-protein complexes. For a given complex protein, COTH takes only the amino acid sequences of both chains (i.e., chain A and B) as the input. It proceeds by joining the chains in both orders, i.e., chain A-chain B and chain B-chain A, to represent the dimer sequence for template identification. The joined dimeric sequences are then threaded through a representative complex library of the PDB by a process called ''COTH threading,'' to identify complex templates of similar quaternary structure to the target. Meanwhile, the individual chains of the complex are threaded separately through a representative tertiary structure library by the monomer threading algorithm MUSTER, to identify the monomer templates of similar tertiary structure to the individual target chains. Finally, the top monomer template structures from MUSTER are superimposed onto the top complex templates from COTHthreading, to generate complex structure models that are the output of the COTH pipeline (Figure 1) . A detailed description of the procedures is given in the Supplemental Information. Here, we briefly explain some of the key steps.
Template Libraries
Two libraries were created for COTH. The first is a representative monomer structure library collected from the PDB at the pairwise sequence identity <70%. Obsolete structures and theoretical models are removed. For multiple domain proteins, both individual domains and the whole proteins are used as the template entries. The second is a nonredundant dimeric structure library screened from DOCKGROUND (Douguet et al., 2006) with the pairwise sequence identity cutoff at 70% after an initial filtering to remove irregular structures, transmembrane complexes, and the complexes with alternate binding modes. Complexes with <30 interface residues or with a buried surface area %250 Å 2 are ignored to rule out possible crystallization artifacts.
However, if a new structure has an overall sequence identity >70% to an old structure existing in the library but has one chain sharing <70% sequence identity to the corresponding chain of the old structure, the new structure is also included in the library. This helps account for the targets that have big common receptor structures but with different small ligand proteins (often with different orientation). Higher-order complexes are split into dimers by taking all possible dimeric combinations. As of February, 2010, the libraries consist of 38,884 monomer and 6118 dimer structures.
Single-Chain Monomeric Threading
The single-chain threading is carried out by an extension of the MUSTER algorithm (Wu and Zhang, 2008) through the tertiary structure library. The scoring function of MUSTER is based on the close and remote sequence profile-profile alignments, assisted by the secondary structure predictions, structural profiles accounting for residue depth in the structure, solvent accessibility, torsion angle prediction, and hydrophobic scale.
BSpred
BSpred is a new neural network (NN) program for protein-protein binding residue predictions. It was trained on a set of nonhomologous protein complexes that are nonhomologous to the testing proteins of this work. The training was conducted in three layers with 50 hidden neurons by the standard Back-Propagation algorithm. On a window size of 21 residues, the input training features of BSpred consists of the PSI-BLAST position specific scoring matrix (PSSM), the secondary structure prediction, the solvent accessibility, and the distinctive hydrophobicity of amino acids at interfaces. Based on the observation that interface residues are often sequentially clustered (Ofran and Rost, 2003) , a postprocess smoothening procedure is introduced, i.e., a residue with NN score >À0.1 is considered as an interface residue only if at least six other neighboring residues (from i À 3 to i + 3) are also predicted to be interface residues. Furthermore, any predicted interface residues, which were not predicted to be solvent exposed by solvent accessibility prediction, are eliminated from the final interface residue list. The BSpred program can be freely downloaded at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/BSpred.
COTH Threading
The alignment of the query and template complexes is generated by a modified dynamic programming algorithm that is designed to avoid unphysical cross alignments (see Figure S1 ). The scoring function of aligning the ith residue of the query and the jth residue of the template is given by 
where q stands for the query and t for the template. The first term in Equation 3 represents the sequence-derived profiles where Pc q (i,k) is the frequency of the kth amino acid at the ith position of the multiple sequence alignment by PSI-BLAST at an E-value cutoff of 0.001; Pd q (i,k) is the remote homology frequency matrix by PSI-BLAST with E-value < 1.0; L t ( j,k) is the PSSM log-odds profile of the template. The second term denotes the secondary structure match and d(s q (i), s t ( j )) equals 1 when the secondary structures of i and j are the same and À1 when the secondary structures are different. The third term counts the depth of the aligned residues where Ps t ( j,k) is the depth dependent structure profile and L q (i,k) is the PSSM profile of the query. The fourth, fifth, and sixth terms compute the match between the solvent accessibility, f angle and c angle of the query and the template, respectively. The seventh term counts the hydrophobic match of the residues based on the hydrophobic scoring matrix. The eighth term computes the match between the predicted interface residues of the query by BSpred and the interface residues of the template, where I q (i ) is the interface index of ith query residue (0 or 1) and I t ( j) is that for jth residue on the template. The last parameter of c 8 is introduced to avoid the alignment of unrelated residues in the local regions. Thus, the COTH threading has 10 free parameters (8 weights in Equation 1, a gap opening (G o ) and a gap extension penalty (G e )). To determine the parameters, we construct a 10-dimensional parameter space and run COTH on 180 randomly selected nonhomologous proteins from DOCKGROUND that are also nonhomologous to the test proteins, with parameters taken from each of the grid lattice in the 10-dimension system. The optimal parameters are selected when the highest average TM-score for the 180 training proteins is achieved. As a result, the optimized parameters are: 
TM-Score of Complex Structures
TM-score for complex structure prediction is an extension of that for monomers (Zhang and Skolnick, 2004b) . To calculate the TM-score of complex structures, the component chains are first tandem connected into artificial single chains. This treatment of complex structures as rigid single-chain structures (rather than two separated chains) will help assess the relative orientation of the chains in the TM-score because the superposition of all chains in this treatment uses the same rotation matrix. Calculating TM-scores by individual chains will result in using different rotation matrices for different chains and thus cannot measure the relative chain orientation. The best structural superposition between the artificial single-chain structures is then identified by maximizing
where L complex is the total length of all chains in the target complex and L ali is the number of the aligned residue pairs. d i is the distance of ith pair of C a atoms after the superposition of model and native structures. d 0 ðL complex Þ = 1:24 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi L complex À 15 3 p À 1:8. max [.] indicates the optimal superposition to maximize the overall TM-score value.
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